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Although there are numerous factors that affect your search visibility, the technical 
side of search engine optimisation (SEO) is central to your website’s performance and 
online visibility.

Well-executed technical on-page SEO helps both search engines and human users to 
find and read your website, improving search rankings and user experience (UX).

URL best practice

Site structure
Navigability is an extremely important part of both the user experience and crawler 
indexing, and also vital to Domain Authority and to conversion.

1. Do you have an exhaustive XML sitemap (ie, a file that lists the URLs for your site)  that follows a 
logical, hierarchical structure?

2. Do all internal links work?

3. Are all redirects in place necessary and serving the purpose for which they’re intended?

4. Have you uploaded your sitemap to Google’s Search Console?

5. Are you sure that it automatically updates regularly using an XML sitemap generator such as 
Google XML Sitemaps (a plugin for WordPress)?

6. Have you got an HTML sitemap (ie, one that can be read by human users) as well as an XML 
sitemap?

• Are all of your URLs descriptive, memorable, easy to spell and concise? For example, domain.
com/women/skirts.html

https://support.google.com/sites/answer/97934?hl=en&visit_id=1-636407417397782358-4135213519&rd=1
http://www.arnebrachhold.de/projects/wordpress-plugins/google-xml-sitemaps-generator/
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Site speed
This is an important UX ranking factor as, according to research, half of consumers
expect a web page to load in two seconds or less and 40% of people will abandon a
website that takes more than three seconds.

1. Is your site using the correct technologies, avoiding Flash and over-reliance on Javascript?

2. Have you used Google’s PageSpeed Insights tool, which evaluates the speed of your site both 
for desktop and mobile, and provides a list of issues and suggestions of how to fix them?

3. Are you keeping images as small as possible? Oversized images take longer to load. If you have 
a WordPress site, consider adding the WP Smush.it plugin to ensure your images load quickly

4. If you’ve got a lot of, content, have you tried enabling compression? This speeds up page load 
time by making your content less bulky, similar to when you create a zip file for storing and 
sharing documents. Or tried using an asynchronous function to ensure your page is loading 
your content ahead of your widgets (therefore minimising user frustration)?

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/loading-time/
https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-smushit/
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Content & Keywords
Google rewards high quality content as it aims to return the most relevant and useful
results for users, and has become wise to content that’s been created with search
engines rather than humans in mind. Websites that produce content with the aim
of enhancing a page’s search engine ranking rather than answering a searcher’s
query is counter-productive.

1. Have you carried out thorough keyword research? As well as helping your site to rank, it will 
give you a much greater insight into what your customers want.

2. Have you considered the value of long tail keywords (phrases of 3 or more words) that have less 
volume, but may bring more targeted visitors to your site?

3. Do keywords appear in your copy in a natural way?

4. Likewise, have you avoided over-optimised copy? This includes text stuffed with keywords and 
written simply to increase traffic or rankings rather than to answer search queries.

5. Is each page compelling, with Substantial, Unique, Relevant and Engaging  (SURE) content?

6. Have you included clear CTAs, such as ‘download this guide now’, ‘sign up for our newsletter’ 
or prominent social share buttons? This helps to boost click through rates which is great on 
its own, but also is an SEO ranking signal as it indicates to search engines that the webpage is 
useful to users.

7. Is text easy to read, using sub headings, short paragraphs, pull quotes and bullet points?



1. Are your meta title tags as accurate, precise and descriptive as possible (within the 56-character 

limit)? 

2. Are your meta descriptions unique, clear and concise in describing what is 

featured on each page? These are restricted to 155 characters, but should be 

a minimum of 90 to make them useful. Do they include a call to action (CTA)?                                                                                                                  

<meta name=''description'' content=''This is a concise web-page description''>

3. Do your metas include relevant keywords in a natural, user friendly way?

HTML

Meta tags 
These are sections of HTML code in the header of a web page that are used by both 
search engines and users to determine whether a page will answer a particular search 
query. You can edit and optimise the text displayed within your meta tags.

Meta title – This is displayed on search engine results pages (SERPs) as the page link 
and used by Google to determine the relevance of a page to the search query. 

Meta descriptions – A short summary of the page that often appears below the page 
link on SERPs and 155 character description of the on page content (with a minimum of 
90 characters recommended). A good meta description can increase your click through 
rate.
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Header tags  
These summarise the content on your pages for consumers and search engines. The header tag, or the 
<H1> tag in HTML, will usually be the title of a post. <H2> and <H3> tags emphasise other text on the 
page.

Image tags
An <img> tag defines an image in an HTML page, and has two required attributes: the image source tag, 
which provides the source of the image inserted, and alt attribute, which describes the image. The latter 
is the text which will be voiced by screen readers, and also how Google attributes subject relevance to 
any image.

1. Are your <H1> tags unique and, ideally, between 60 and 80 characters? Have you included 
keywords near the beginning? 

2. Are you using <H2> tags as stand-alone subheadings for breaking up content for ease and 
speed of understanding?

3. Are you using <H3> tags as sub-subheadings to further break up a page’s content for ease and 
speed of understanding?

1. Do your image file names accurately describe the images?

2. Have you optimised your alt attributes so that they reflect the image subject and context?
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Hyperlinks  
Too many links per page can dilute its Domain or Page Authority and appear unnatural to both search 
engines and human readers.

Text links (anchor text)
Your anchor text is the format in which a text link is placed (hypertext). 

• Have you applied common sense to ensure a sensible link-to-content ratio?

• Is your anchor text succinct and relevant to the content of the destination page?

Semantic markup
Semantic (or schema) markup allows you to use HTML tags (rich snippets) to give Google a specific 
understanding of the content on a page, and the context, allowing your pages to be indexed faster and 
more accurately. It also allows Google to display this data as appropriate when people perform searches.

1. Are you optimising for rich snippets to enable Google to return rich results that stand out from 
simple text-only results?

2. Are you using Schema.org  to make markup more straightforward and effective? This is a 
collaborative, community project that creates and maintains a standard ‘schema’ list for 
defined content types and code.

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://schema.org/&ust=1505229000000000&usg=AFQjCNHrDu58BussYrNHgeBjnpqnSPUVng&hl=en-GB&source=gmail
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Canonicalisation  
Canonicalisation is the process of redirecting search engines from one or more of your brand’s URLs to a 
single, accepted (or canonical) URL.

1. Are you using canonical tags? For example: <link href=http://www.your_site.com/ 
ref=''canonical'' />

2. Have you considered using 301 redirects in addition to canonical tags? This will help to ensure 

all pages achieve the maximum Page Authority possible.

3. Do your tags always refer to your preferred version of the destination URL?

4. Do all duplicate versions of a page contain the same URL within the canonical tag?



Got this far and still having trouble?

We have plenty more resources to help guide you 
through your SEO journey and, if you need it, you 
can always speak to us directly.

EXPERTS IN SEARCH. SIMPLE.

Specialized in :

Shopping adsDisplay adsMobile adsSearch ads Video ads

Want more? 
Why not check out our other 
technical SEO resources…

• Advanced Guide to Organic Search – 

Technical On-Page SEO

• Technical On-Page Optimisation Cheat 

Sheet

Final thoughts  
Although there are numerous factors that affect your search visibility, the technical side of search engine 
optimisation (SEO) is central to your website’s performance and online visibility.

http://www.click.co.uk/resources/?utm_source=eBook&utm_medium=eBook&utm_campaign=%20Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist%20&utm_term=%20Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist&utm_content=eBook
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.click.co.uk/contact/%3Futm_source%3DeBook%26amp%3Butm_medium%3DeBook%26amp%3Butm_campaign%3D%2520Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist%2520%26amp%3Butm_term%3D%2520Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist%26amp%3Butm_content%3DeBook&ust=1505300820000000&usg=AFQjCNFgCBWSVeoyFIn04etGlkqy4NGgog&hl=en-GB&source=gmail
http://www.click.co.uk/resource-types/whitepapers-ebooks/organic-search-seo/?utm_source=eBook&amp;utm_medium=eBook&amp;utm_campaign=%20Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist%20&amp;utm_term=%20Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist&amp;utm_content=eBook
http://www.click.co.uk/resource-types/whitepapers-ebooks/organic-search-seo/?utm_source=eBook&amp;utm_medium=eBook&amp;utm_campaign=%20Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist%20&amp;utm_term=%20Technical-On-Page-SEO-Checklist&amp;utm_content=eBook
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